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We report on a nonperturbative evaluation of the renormalization factors for the vector and axial-vector
currents, ZV and ZA , in the quenched domain-wall QCD ~DWQCD! with plaquette and renormalization-group-
improved gauge actions. We take the Dirichlet boundary condition for both gauge and domain-wall fermion
fields on the finite box, and introduce flavor-chiral Ward-Takahashi identities to calculate the renormalization
factors. As a test of the method, we numerically confirm the expected relation that ZV.ZA in DWQCD.
Employing two different box sizes for the numerical simulations at several values of the gauge coupling
constant g2 and the domain-wall height M, we extrapolate ZV to infinite volume to remove a/L errors. We
finally give the interpolation formula of ZV in the infinite volume as a function of g2 and M.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.70.034503 PACS number~s!: 11.15.Ha, 11.10.Gh, 11.30.Rd, 12.38.GcI. INTRODUCTION
Recent lattice calculations in the domain-wall QCD
~DWQCD! have shown that the good chiral property of
domain-wall fermions leads to a good scaling behavior of
physical observables such as quark masses and BK @1#. Aside
from the quenched approximation, the use of perturbative
renormalization factors is the largest source of uncontrolled
systematic errors in these calculations. Some kind of nonper-
turbative renormalization is required to reduce the total error
to a few percent level except that from the quenched approxi-
mation.
There exist two popular methods for nonperturbative
renormalization in lattice QCD: one is the RI-MOM
~regularization-independent momentum subtraction! scheme
@2#, and the other is the SF ~Schro¨dinger functional! scheme
@3#. The former method is simpler and has already been ap-
plied to DWQCD @4#. The latter one is more suitable to
evaluate the scale-dependent renormalization factors. It is
rather complicated, however, to implement the SF scheme in
DWQCD.
In this paper we formulate a finite volume method very
similar to the SF scheme, to calculate the scale-independent
renormalization factors ZV and ZA . We employ the SF
boundary condition for the gauge fields, equivalent to the
Dirichlet boundary condition in the absence of boundary
fields, while the boundary quark fields with the simple Di-
richlet boundary condition, which is different from the SF
boundary condition for quarks, are introduced to construct
the gauge-invariant observables. In the case of the scale-
dependent renormalization factors such as ZP , an extra per-
turbative calculation is required to convert the renormaliza-
tion factors calculated in some scheme with the special
boundary condition ~ours or the SF! to the one defined in the
conventional modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme. In1550-7998/2004/70~3!/034503~17!/$22.50 70 0345the case of ZV or ZA , however, the same renormalization
factors are obtained from different boundary conditions,
since the flavor-chiral Ward-Takahashi identities uniquely
determine them.
Using the finite volume method, we can calculate ZV and
ZA nonperturbatively at the massless point, so that the sys-
tematic error associated with the chiral extrapolation can be
removed. The calculation of the scale-independent renormal-
ization factors for vector and axial-vector currents is the first
step to the calculation of the scale-dependent renormalization
factors for the quark mass and BK . In addition to this pur-
pose we can use our calculations to probe the chiral symme-
try in DWQCD. For example, since chiral symmetry predicts
ZV5ZA , the difference of the two renormalization factors
can be used to measure the size of the chiral symmetry
breaking in DWQCD.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we formu-
late DWQCD on a finite box. In particular we give a detailed
description of the quark boundary conditions and explicit
forms for the correlation functions which include the bound-
ary quark fields. In Sec. III utilizing the vector an axial-
vector Ward-Takahashi identities, we introduce the condi-
tions which determine the renormalization factors for the
vector and axial-vector currents. We explicitly give the
renormalization factors ZV and ZA in terms of the correlation
functions on the finite box. In Sec. IV we present results of
numerical tests for our method. By investigating the behavior
of the quark mass defined through the axial Ward-Takahashi
identity as a function of the time, we show that the effect of
the Dirichlet boundaries to the zero modes rapidly disappears
away from the boundaries. We also show that the expected
relation ZV.ZA is satisfied for sufficiently large Ns , the size
of the fifth dimension of DWQCD. In Sec. V we calculate
the renormalization factors at several values of the gauge
coupling constant g2 and the domain-wall height M for both©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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actions in the quenched approximation. Using data from two
different lattice volumes we extrapolate ZV to the infinite
volume, in order to remove possible O(a/L) errors. We glo-
bally fit ZV in the infinite volume as a function of g2 and M.
Our conclusion and discussion are given in Sec. VI.
II. DWQCD ON A FINITE BOX
A. Gauge action
The gauge action is give by
S@U#5
2
g2 H c0(P Re tr~I2UP!1c1(R Re tr~I2UR!J ,
where UP is the product of the gauge link variables along the
plaquette loop P and UR is the one along the rectangular loop
R, with the normalization c018c151. Note that the action
with c150 corresponds to the plaquette action and c15
20.331 is the RG-improved one obtained by Iwasaki @5#.
In the finite volume scheme such as the SF scheme, the
theory is defined on L33T lattice with cylinder geometry—
i.e., the periodic-type boundary condition ~PBC! in the spa-
tial directions and the Dirichlet boundary condition ~DBC! in
the time direction. Throughout this paper the convention that
L5Nla and T5Nta is used. In this case the dynamical vari-
ables are U(x)k with times x05a , . . . ,T2a and U(x)0 with
x050, . . . ,T2a ~i.e., inside the cylinder!, while Dirichlet
boundary conditions are imposed on the fields U(x)k at x0
50 and T as
U~xW ,x050 !k5exp@aCk# , U~xW ,x05T !k5exp@aCk8# ,
where Ck and Ck8 are diagonal matrices @3#:
~Ck! i j5f id i j , ~Ck8! i j5f i8d i j .
In the calculation of renormalization factors, we take f i
5f i850, zero boundary fields.
In order to remove O(a) errors caused by the DBC, we
modify the weights c0 and c1 in the action near the bound-
aries. In the case of the plaquette action the perturbative
calculation gives
c0→ct5120.089g220.030g41O~g6!
for each time-space plaquette P0k which just touches one of
the boundaries. ~The time coordinate for the center of the
plaquette x05a/2 or T2a/2.! In the case of the RG action,
there exist several choices but we adopt the following one




for each time-space-space rectangle R0kk which has exactly
two lines on a boundary. ~Again the time coordinate for the
center of the rectangle x05a/2 or T2a/2.! Proof of the
O(a) improvement by this choice is given in Ref. @7#.03450B. Domain-wall fermion on a finite box
The domain-wall fermion action is given by @8#
SF5c¯ ~x ,s !D~x ,s;y ,t !c~y ,t !,
where x ,y are four-dimensional coordinates and s ,t are co-
ordinates in the fifth dimension, which run from 1 to Ns . For
the shorthand notation, X5(x ,s) and Y5(y ,t) are used. Ex-
plicitly,
D~X ,Y !5~52M !dXY2D4~x ,y !dst2D5~s ,t !dxy ,
D4~x ,y !5P2mU~x !mdy ,x1mˆ a1PmU~y !m
† dy ,x2mˆ a ,
D5~s ,t !5H PLd t ,s112m f PRds ,Ns ~s51 !,PLd t ,s111PRd t ,s21 ~1,s,Ns!,






The quark field is defined as usual:
q~x !5PLc~x ,1!1PRc~x ,Ns![PL~s !c~x ,s !,
q¯ ~x !5c¯ ~x ,Ns!PL1c¯ ~x ,1!PR[c¯ ~x ,s !PR~s !,
where PL(s)5PLds ,11PRds ,Ns and PR(s)5PRds ,1
1PLds ,Ns. The following property is useful:
@D~x ,s;y ,t !#†5g5D~y ,sp;x ,tp!g5 ,
where sp5Ns112s , and the dagger here is applied only to
color and spinor indices. It is explicitly given by
D~x ,s;y ,t !ba
ba 5@g5D~y ,sp;x ,tp!abg5#ab ,
with color indices a ,b and spinor indices a ,b .
In the finite volume scheme we may rewrite it as
SF5 (
a,x0 ,y0,T
c¯ ~x ,s !D~x ,s;y ,t !c~y ,t !1O~r¯r ,r¯ 8r8!
2ctg (
x050
@c¯ ~x ,s !P2U~x !0c~x10ˆ a ,s !
1c¯ ~x10ˆ a ,s !P1U†~x !0c~x ,s !#
2ctg (
x05T
@c¯ ~x20ˆ a ,s !P2U~x20ˆ a !0c~x ,s !
1c¯ ~x ,s !P1U†~x20ˆ a !0c~x20ˆ a ,s !# , ~1!
with the coefficient ctg for the boundary counterterm and the
boundary condition that
c~xW ,x050,s !5P1PL~s !r~xW !,3-2
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c~xW ,x05T ,s !5P2PL~s !r8~xW !,
c¯ ~xW ,x05T ,s !5r¯ 8~xW !PR~s !P1 ,
where P65P60. Terms which contain two external fields
are not explicitly written in the first line in Eq. ~1!, since they
do not contribute to the correlation functions we are inter-
ested in. Note that this boundary condition is different from
the SF boundary condition for quarks @9#, since this condi-
tion is invariant under the chiral transformation of the
domain-wall fermion defined by
c~x ,s !→eiw(s)c~x ,s !, ~2!
c¯ ~x ,s !→c¯ ~x ,s !e2iw(s), ~3!
with w(s)5us2(Ns11)/2, while the SF boundary condi-
tion for quarks must break the chiral symmetry @9#. In the
continuum limit the boundary term in the latter case becomes
c¯ ~xW ,0!P2c~xW ,0!1c¯ ~xW ,T !P1c~xW ,T !, ~4!
which manifestly breaks the chiral symmetry. It may be pos-
sible to formulate the domain-wall fermion which satisfies
the corresponding SF boundary condition on a cylinder @10#.
The classical solution which satisfies the Dirac equation






is given by @11#
ccl~X !5ctg(
Y
S~X ,Y !@U~y20ˆ a !0
†P1PL~ t !r~yW !uy05a
1U~y !0P2PL~ t !r8~yW !uy05T2a# , ~7!
where S(X ,Y ) is the propagator with the zero boundary
value:
D~X ,Y !S~Y ,Z !5dX ,Z , 0,x0,T ,
P1S~X ,Y !ux0505P2S~X ,Y !ux05T
5S~X ,Y !P2uy050
5S~X ,Y !P1uy05T50. ~8!
Note that the above expression for ccl is not valid at x050
or T. To show Eq. ~5!, it is enough to see03450D~X ,Y !ccl~Y !5ctg (
Y ,0,y0,T
D~X ,Y !ccl~Y !
1ctg (
Y ,y050,T
D~X ,Y !ccl~Y !
5ctg@dx0 ,aU~x20ˆ a !0†P1PL~s !r~xW !
1dx0 ,T2aU~x !0P2PL~s !r8~x
W !ux05T2a#
2ctg@dx0 ,aP1U~x20ˆ a !0†ccl~xW ,0,s !
1dx0 ,T2aP2U~x !0ccl~x
W ,T ,s !#50
for 0,x0,T with boundary values ~6!. In the actual simu-
lations, the propagator S(X ,Y ) can be easily obtained by
solving the Dirac equation numerically with the condition
that U(xW ,x050)05U(xW ,x05T2a)050.
Now let us consider the path integral for the fermion with
source h(x), h¯ (x) and the boundary fields r , r¯ , r8, r¯ 8:
ZF~h ,h¯ ,r ,r¯ ,r8,r¯ 8!
5E DcDc¯ exp@2SF1c¯ ~x ,s !PR~s !h~x !
1h¯ ~x !PL~s !c~x ,s !# . ~9!
To perform the path integration, we introduce the change of
variables
c~x ,s !5ccl~x ,s !1x~x ,s !, c¯ ~x ,s !5c¯ cl~x ,s !1x¯ ~x ,s !,
with the boundary condition that x(x ,s)5x¯ (x ,s)50 at x0
50 and T. Integrating out x and x¯ and using the fact that the
classical background fields ccl and c¯ cl satisfy the Dirac
equation except boundaries, one finally obtains
ZF5det D exp@2c¯ cl~X !D~X ,Y !ccl~Y !
1h¯ ~x !PL~s !S~X ,Y !PR~ t !h~y !1c¯ cl~x ,s !PR~s !h~x !
1h¯ ~x !PL~s !ccl~x ,s !# . ~10!








and denoting q(x)5PL(s)c(x ,s) and q¯ (x)5c¯ (x ,s)PR(s),
we list all fermionic correlation functions used in this paper
as follows.






5PL~s !S~X ,Y !PR~ t !,3-3






5PL~s !S~X ,Y !
3U~y20ˆ a !0
†P1PL~ t !uy05a ,
^z~x !q¯ ~y !&5PR~s !P2U~y20aˆ a !0S~X ,Y !PR~ t !ux05a
5g5^q~y !z¯~x !&†g5 ,
^q~x !z¯ 8~y !&5PL~s !S~X ,Y !U~y !0P2PL~ t !uy05T2a ,
^z8~x !q¯ ~y !&55PR~s !P1U~y !0
†S~X ,Y !PR~ t !ux05T2a










†P1PL~ t !ux05T2a ,y05a ,
^z~x !z¯ 8~y !&5PR~s !P2U~x20ˆ a !0S~X ,Y !
3U~y !0P2PL~ t !ux05a ,y05T2a
5g5^z8~y !z¯~x !&†g5 , ~11!
where † is applied to only color and flavor indices.
It is finally noted that the twisted boundary condition in
the spatial directions can be imposed for the quarks @3#, by
replacing
U~x !k→lkU~x !k ,
where lk5eiau/L.
III. DETERMINATION OF RENORMALIZATION
FACTORS
A. Ward-Takahashi identities
The integrated version of Ward-Takahashi ~WT! identities
are used to determine renormalization factors for vector and
axial-vector currents, ZV and ZA @3#. Let R be a space-time
region with smooth boundary ]R , and Oint and Oext are ob-
servables localized in the interior and the exterior of R, re-




a #R~x !OintOext&52^~dVa Oint!Oext&,










a #R (@Ama #R) is the renormalized ~axial-!vector cur-
rent and @Pa#R is the renormalized pseudoscalar density,
while unrenormalized quantities are given by
Vm




a ~x !5q¯ ~x !gmg5
ta
2 q~x !, P




We take R5L33(0,x0), so that ]R consists of three-
dimensional spaces at t50 and at t5x0. As a gauge-














where ta is the Pauli matrix for flavors with tr tatb52dab
and tatb5dab1ieabctbtc, and z and z8 correspond to our
boundary fields. With this choice and
dV
a O b52ieabcO c,
the vector WT identity gives the relation









^O 8aO a&. ~14!
From Eq. ~12! we can determine ZV , the renormalization
factor for the vector current, together with the bV , one of the
O(ma) improvement coefficients. Note that bV50 if the chi-
ral symmetry of DWQCD is exactly satisfied.
C. Axial-vector current
For the axial-vector current, we take R5L33(y02t ,y0
1t), Oint5A0b(y0) and3-4
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and plug them into the axial-vector WT identity with m
50. We then obtain
ZA
2 f AAI ~y0 ,x01 ,x02!52ZV f V~y0!52 f 1 , ~15!
where
f AAI ~y0 ,x01 ,x02!52
a6
6L6 (xW ,yW





b~y !O e&, ~16!
with x0
65y06t .
We finally define the unrenormalized quark mass mAWTI
through the following WT identity:










IV. TEST OF THE FORMULATION BY NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS
A. Effects of boundaries on quark masses
Since the boundary condition in time with r5r¯50 is
identical to the Shamir’s domain-wall ~Dirichlet! boundary
condition @8#, extra zero modes may appear near x050 and
T. One has to check whether these unwanted zero modes
induce an extra contribution to the low energy observables at
0!x0!T . Here we consider the quark mass amAWTI , de-
fined through the axial Ward-Takahashi identity ~AWTI!. In
Fig. 1, we plot amAWTI for free theory as a function of x0
FIG. 1. amAWTI as a function of x0 with Dirichlet ~solid circles!,
periodic ~open squares!, and antiperiodic ~open diamonds! bound-
ary conditions.03450with Dirichlet, periodic, and antiperiodic boundary condi-
tions at the bare quark mass m fa50.01, on an 83324316
lattice, with the domain-wall height M50.9. The depen-
dence of amAWTI on the boundary condition, which is visible
near the boundaries, disappears away from them. Therefore
we conclude at least for the free case that the extra zero
modes associated with the Dirichlet boundary condition have
negligible effects on the determination of the renormalization
factors evaluated at x0.T/2.
In Fig. 2, amAWTI in the quenched DWQCD with our
boundary condition is plotted as a function of x0 on 83324
3Ns lattices with m fa50 and M51.8 at b56.0 for the
plaquette gauge action. Since the x0 dependence is weak
away from the boundaries, we nonperturbatively confirm the
conclusion in the free case that the effect of the Dirichlet
boundary condition is negligible. Interestingly mAWTI is non-
zero even at m fa50, and becomes smaller for larger Ns .
Moreover, the value is consistent with m5q , a measure of the
explicit chiral symmetry breaking calculated from the con-
served axial-vector current of DWQCD @12#. More precisely
mAWTI at m fa50 is equal to (ZP /ZA)m5q up to a small
lattice artifact. This fact suggests that mAWTI in our finite
volume scheme may be a better alternative as the measure of
explicit chiral symmetry breaking in DWQCD, since it can
be calculated directly at m fa50 with much less computa-
tional cost. Note also that the large explicit breaking in
mAWTI at Ns58 ~open circles! is compensated for if one
takes a negative quark mass of m fa520.005 ~solid circles!.
This demonstrates that the domain-wall fermion at Ns5 ‘
can be considered as a highly improved Wilson fermion @13#.
For lack of exact chiral symmetry at finite Ns , there is no
unique definition for the massless point. In this paper we
adopt m fa50 as our massless point for the calculation of
renormalization factors, instead of taking m fa52m5qa as
usually done for the Wilson fermions. Although differences
in renormalization factors between the two definitions exist,
they are expected to be sufficiently small at Ns516.
FIG. 2. amAWTI as a function of x0 at b56.0 on an 83324
3Ns lattice at m fa50 with Ns58 ~open circles! and 16 ~open
diamonds! and at m f520.005 with Ns58 ~solid circles!, together
with m5q at Ns510 ~dotted line! and Ns520 ~dashed line! @12#.3-5
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The nonperturbative renormalization factors for vector
and axial-vector currents are defined at m fa50 by the rela-
tion that ZV5 f 1 / f V(x0) and ZA2 52 f 1 / f AAI (x0 ,x01 ,x02),
where we fix x0
65T/26T/4. In this paper we do not attempt
to determine bV , which must vanish exponentially in Ns . In
Fig. 3, ZV and ZA are plotted as a function of x0 on 83
316316 at b56.0 with M51.8 and m f50. Similar to the
case of amAWTI a plateau is seen away from the boundaries.
The relation ZV5ZA , valid exactly in perturbation theory, is
FIG. 3. ZV and ZA as a function of x0 at b56.0 on an 83316
316 lattice with M51.8 and m fa50. We compare the results from
the boundary counterterms at the tree level ~circles! with those at
two loop ~squares and diamonds! as well as those at u50 with that
at u50.5 ~squares!.03450FIG. 4. ZV and ZA vs M on 83316316 at b56.0 for plaquette
action ~upper! and at b52.6 for the RG action ~lower!. Perturbative
estimates are given at one loop with the MF improvement ~solid
lines! and without it ~dashed line!.TABLE I. Simulation parameters.
Plaquette RG improved
b a21(GeV) No. of conf. No. of conf. b a21(GeV) No. of conf. No. of conf.
83316316 4338316 83316316 4338316
2.2 1.0 100 100–200
5.8 1.4 100 100 2.4 1.4 100 100–200
83316316 123324316 83316316 123324316
6.0 2.0 100 20 2.6 1.9 100 30
6.2 2.7 100 10–30 2.9 2.9 100 15–50
6.5 4.1 100 15–25 3.2 4.3 100 20–25
6.8 6.1 100 10–15 3.6 6.8 100 20–25
7.4 12 100 10–20 4.1 12 100 20–25
8.0 25 40 7–15 4.7 23 40 10–20
9.6 156 40 10 6.4 154 40 10–20
12.0 2502 20 10 8.85 2523 20 10–15
24.0 3.23109 20 10 21.0 3.63109 20 103-6
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ZA ZV ZV at L5L* ZV at L5‘
M 83316 83316 4338 ZVL Fit dG ~%! ZVL Fit dG ~%!
b55.8, a2151.4 GeV, L*/a55.6
1.3 0.7724~119! 1.0398~69! 0.9535~78! 1.0028~87! 1.0153 1.2 1.1260~596! 1.1318 0.5
1.4 0.7203~94! 0.9013~37! 0.8603~64! 0.8837~48! 0.8815 0.2 0.9423~290! 0.9406 0.2
1.5 0.6914~104! 0.8179~28! 0.7852~63! 0.8122~33! 0.8062 0.7 0.8313~123! 0.8250 0.8
1.6 0.6603~83! 0.7624~41! 0.7731~90! 0.7670~46! 0.7641 0.4 0.7516~141! 0.7514 0.02
1.7 0.6383~98! 0.7348~30! 0.7659~68! 0.7481~42! 0.7449 0.4 0.7036~226! 0.7046 0.1
1.8 0.6377~82! 0.7245~30! 0.7711~41! 0.7444~45! 0.7443 0.01 0.6778~319! 0.6768 0.1
1.9 0.6309~79! 0.7238~42! 0.7939~134! 0.7538~85! 0.7624 1.1 0.6537~493! 0.6641 1.6
2.0 0.6290~84! 0.7330~55! 0.8550~129! 0.7853~118! 0.8029 2.2 0.6110~831! - -
2.1 0.6710~115! 0.7894~54! 0.9848~122! 0.8732~171! 0.8755 0.3 0.5940~1313! - -
2.2 0.6722~149! 0.8660~81! 1.2024~160! 1.0102~287! 1.0037 0.6 0.5296~2254! - -
2.3 0.7080~203! 1.0079~106! 1.8025~796! 1.3484~736! 1.2499 7.3 0.2132~5361! - -
b56.0, a2152.0 GeV, L*/a58.0
1.3 0.9002~21! 0.9252~30! 0.9308~36! 0.9252~30! 0.9253 0.01 0.9421~141! 0.9438 0.2
1.4 0.8330~21! 0.8446~25! 0.8472~32! 0.8446~25! 0.8431 0.2 0.8526~112! 0.8491 0.4
1.5 0.7884~20! 0.7950~22! 0.7927~44! 0.7950~22! 0.7935 0.2 0.7656~227! 0.7885 3.0
1.6 0.7633~19! 0.7674~21! 0.7635~50! 0.7674~21! 0.7666 0.1 0.7555~163! 0.7511 0.6
1.7 0.7541~19! 0.7572~21! 0.7438~42! 0.7572~21! 0.7578 0.1 0.7169~208! 0.7316 2.0
1.8 0.7589~20! 0.7628~21! 0.7439~35! 0.7628~21! 0.7659 0.4 0.7062~254! 0.7272 3.0
1.9 0.7781~23! 0.7852~21! 0.7761~43! 0.7852~21! 0.7921 0.9 0.7577~175! 0.7375 3.0
2.0 0.8153~30! 0.8300~25! 0.8044~58! 0.8300~25! 0.8406 1.3 0.7532~356! 0.7636 1.4
2.1 0.8802~52! 0.9179~34! 0.8647~84! 0.9179~34! 0.9210 0.3 0.7583~690! 0.8092 6.7
2.2 0.9941~95! 1.0706~48! 0.9722~81! 1.0706~48! 1.0535 1.6 0.7754~1209! - -
b56.2, a2152.7 GeV, L*/a510.8
1.2 0.9734~15! 0.9896~21! 0.9899~25! 0.9898~20! 0.9926 0.3 0.9904~87! 0.9982 0.8
1.3 0.8858~11! 0.8937~14! 0.8911~19! 0.8917~15! 0.8921 0.04 0.8859~70! 0.8947 1.0
1.4 0.8294~07! 0.8321~13! 0.8242~18! 0.8260~15! 0.8295 0.4 0.8084~113! 0.8284 2.5
1.5 0.7957~10! 0.7969~16! 0.7915~32! 0.7927~25! 0.7923 0.1 0.7805~121! 0.7872 0.9
1.6 0.7764~09! 0.7781~13! 0.7700~27! 0.7718~21! 0.7744 0.3 0.7537~129! 0.7651 1.5
1.7 0.7766~10! 0.7778~14! 0.7693~28! 0.7712~23! 0.7731 0.2 0.7524~135! 0.7589 0.9
1.8 0.7892~11! 0.7949~18! 0.7918~21! 0.7925~17! 0.7884 0.5 0.7855~82! 0.7681 2.2
1.9 0.8196~14! 0.8319~19! 0.8190~23! 0.8219~19! 0.8223 0.05 0.7932~174! 0.7936 0.05
2.0 0.8659~27! 0.8908~22! 0.8734~30! 0.8772~24! 0.8802 0.3 0.8386~231! 0.8389 0.04
b56.5, a2154.1 GeV, L*/a516.4
1.1 1.0458~13! 1.0656~18! 1.0689~26! 1.0707~42! 1.0635 0.7 1.0757~95! 1.0588 1.6
1.2 0.9416~10! 0.9469~16! 0.9480~19! 0.9485~31! 0.9449 0.4 0.9500~67! 0.9431 0.7
1.3 0.8715~08! 0.8728~13! 0.8698~16! 0.8682~26! 0.8700 0.2 0.8638~65! 0.8690 0.6
1.4 0.8285~08! 0.8290~12! 0.8256~16! 0.8238~27! 0.8236 0.02 0.8188~68! 0.8226 0.5
1.5 0.8042~06! 0.8042~11! 0.8024~11! 0.8014~19! 0.7981 0.4 0.7987~47! 0.7966 0.3
1.6 0.7963~07! 0.7976~08! 0.7939~23! 0.7919~36! 0.7898 0.3 0.7864~84! 0.7876 0.2
1.7 0.8051~07! 0.8082~12! 0.8031~14! 0.8004~23! 0.7976 0.3 0.7930~77! 0.7945 0.2
1.8 0.8246~10! 0.8335~14! 0.8279~23! 0.8249~38! 0.8226 0.3 0.8167~101! 0.8181 0.2
1.9 0.8687~17! 0.8853~17! 0.8797~26! 0.8767~41! 0.8682 1.0 0.8685~108! 0.8615 0.8
2.0 0.9345~29! 0.9730~21! 0.9531~25! 0.9424~52! 0.9419 0.1 0.9132~254! 0.9311 2.0034503-7
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ZA ZV ZV at L5L* ZV at L5‘
M 83316 83316 4338 ZVL Fit dG ~%! ZVL Fit dG ~%!
b56.8, a2156.1 GeV, L*/a524.4
1.2 0.9250~07! 0.9250~13! 0.9233~13! 0.9215~31! 0.9211 0.03 0.9198~52! 0.9192 0.1
1.3 0.8667~07! 0.8656~12! 0.8647~19! 0.8638~41! 0.8610 0.3 0.8629~64! 0.8605 0.3
1.4 0.8317~06! 0.8304~10! 0.8269~20! 0.8232~43! 0.8250 0.2 0.8197~75! 0.8253 0.7
1.5 0.8156~06! 0.8157~09! 0.8085~19! 0.8011~49! 0.8078 0.8 0.7940~105! 0.8088 1.9
1.6 0.8140~07! 0.8147~12! 0.8141~14! 0.8134~31! 0.8070 0.8 0.8129~49! 0.8088 0.5
1.7 0.8300~07! 0.8359~10! 0.8319~11! 0.8279~30! 0.8227 0.6 0.8239~63! 0.8253 0.2
1.8 0.8575~11! 0.8692~14! 0.8685~13! 0.8677~31! 0.8568 1.3 0.8670~50! 0.8603 0.8
1.9 0.9116~19! 0.9393~16! 0.9271~17! 0.9147~63! 0.9142 0.1 0.9027~158! 0.9189 1.8
b57.4, a21512 GeV, L*/a548
1.1 0.9761~06! 0.9762~11! 0.9744~14! 0.9717~41! 0.9693 0.2 0.9708~53! 0.9677 0.3
1.2 0.9090~07! 0.9078~09! 0.9054~12! 0.9019~37! 0.9005 0.2 0.9007~48! 0.9002 0.1
1.3 0.8646~05! 0.8631~08! 0.8642~14! 0.8658~37! 0.8582 0.9 0.8663~45! 0.8588 0.9
1.4 0.8437~05! 0.8441~08! 0.8398~16! 0.8335~53! 0.8359 0.3 0.8313~72! 0.8376 0.8
1.5 0.8394~05! 0.8403~08! 0.8374~13! 0.8332~41! 0.8309 0.3 0.8318~54! 0.8337 0.2
1.6 0.8497~05! 0.8535~08! 0.8504~23! 0.8457~63! 0.8424 0.4 0.8442~80! 0.8467 0.3
1.7 0.8748~07! 0.8854~09! 0.8829~20! 0.8792~55! 0.8718 0.8 0.8780~69! 0.8782 0.02
1.8 0.9150~14! 0.9418~11! 0.9375~10! 0.9311~43! 0.9232 0.8 0.9289~63! 0.9325 0.4
b58.0, a21525 GeV, L*/a5100
0.9 1.1644~16! 1.1842~22! 1.1814~20! 1.1764~73! 1.1674 0.8 1.1757~82! 1.1669 0.8
1.0 1.0421~08! 1.0437~13! 1.0431~14! 1.0383~49! 1.0340 0.4 1.0378~55! 1.0337 0.4
1.1 0.9578~08! 0.9575~12! 0.9538~10! 0.9471~51! 0.9486 0.2 0.9462~60! 0.9485 0.2
1.2 0.9031~07! 0.9024~09! 0.8972~17! 0.8881~71! 0.8946 0.7 0.8868~83! 0.8948 0.9
1.3 0.8715~05! 0.8712~10! 0.8674~11! 0.8607~51! 0.8634 0.3 0.8598~60! 0.8640 0.5
1.4 0.8576~06! 0.8565~09! 0.8542~09! 0.8501~37! 0.8506 0.1 0.8495~43! 0.8520 0.3
1.5 0.8601~06! 0.8615~11! 0.8600~07! 0.8575~32! 0.8548 0.3 0.8572~36! 0.8572 0.0
1.6 0.8790~08! 0.8846~14! 0.8846~11! 0.8847~40! 0.8763 0.9 0.8847~44! 0.8802 0.5
1.7 0.9164~11! 0.9341~10! 0.9284~19! 0.9186~78! 0.9180 0.1 0.9172~91! 0.9241 0.8
1.8 0.9738~21! 1.0074~18! 0.9979~14! 0.9812~105! 0.9860 0.5 0.9789~127! 0.9953 1.7
b59.6, a215156 GeV, L*/a5624
0.9 1.0897~07! 1.0921~11! 1.0855~08! 1.0726~83! 1.0787 0.6 1.0723~86! 1.0817 0.9
1.0 0.9994~06! 0.9973~09! 0.9947~09! 0.9897~43! 0.9892 0.1 0.9896~44! 0.9901 0.1
1.1 0.9412~05! 0.9395~07! 0.9356~07! 0.9279~52! 0.9324 0.5 0.9278~54! 0.9322 0.5
1.2 0.9053~05! 0.9032~09! 0.9016~05! 0.8984~30! 0.8995 0.1 0.8983~31! 0.8986 0.03
1.3 0.8895~05! 0.8884~07! 0.8876~06! 0.8859~25! 0.8858 0.01 0.8859~25! 0.8847 0.1
1.4 0.8928~06! 0.8938~10! 0.8926~11! 0.8903~40! 0.8899 0.05 0.8903~41! 0.8887 0.2
1.5 0.9129~04! 0.9181~07! 0.9154~08! 0.9099~41! 0.9120 0.2 0.9098~42! 0.9112 0.2
1.6 0.9471~08! 0.9621~09! 0.9605~12! 0.9573~44! 0.9551 0.2 0.9572~44! 0.9550 0.2
1.7 1.0023~17! 1.0362~12! 1.0319~10! 1.0236~63! 1.0253 0.2 1.0235~64! 1.0266 0.3
1.8 1.0946~32! 1.1568~17! 1.1425~18! 1.1145~178! 1.1346 1.8 1.1139~183! 1.1383 2.2satisfied nonperturbatively within 1%–2%.1 Moreover, the
magnitude of ZV ,A almost agrees with the value at one loop
in the mean-field- ~MF-! improved perturbation theory using
the plaquette @14#. We also observe that ZV is insensitive to
boundary parameters such as the two-loop boundary counter-
1Note however that a small difference between ZV and ZA is be-
yond the statistical errors. This small difference is expected to van-
ish exponentially as Ns→‘ .03450terms for gauge fields and the parameter u of the twisted
boundary condition for quarks.
C. Dependence of ZV ,A on M
We calculate ZV and ZA in the quenched DWQCD at
a21.2 GeV with the plaquette action (b56.0) and with the
RG-improved action (b52.6) on an 83316316 lattice with
m fa50 for M51.0–2.2. The results are summarized in Fig.
4, where ZV and ZA are plotted as a function of M, together3-8
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ZA ZV ZV at L5L* ZV at L5‘
M 83316 83316 4338 ZVL Fit dG ~%! ZVL Fit dG ~%!
b512.0, a2152502 GeV, L*/a510008
0.7 1.2733~14! 1.3174~18! 1.3131~14! 1.3043~76! 1.2946 0.7 1.3043~76! 1.3051 0.1
0.8 1.1437~07! 1.1500~12! 1.1461~09! 1.1383~59! 1.1370 0.1 1.1383~60! 1.1418 0.3
0.9 1.0467~06! 1.0440~10! 1.0411~06! 1.0356~44! 1.0364 0.1 1.0355~44! 1.0381 0.2
1.0 0.9803~06! 0.9759~10! 0.9747~04! 0.9724~26! 0.9723 0.01 0.9724~26! 0.9720 0.04
1.1 0.9405~04! 0.9369~06! 0.9346~09! 0.9301~39! 0.9341 0.4 0.9301~39! 0.9326 0.3
1.2 0.9200~03! 0.9179~05! 0.9170~05! 0.9151~22! 0.9166 0.2 0.9151~22! 0.9142 0.1
1.3 0.9202~06! 0.9199~07! 0.9181~05! 0.9145~31! 0.9175 0.3 0.9145~31! 0.9145 0.0
1.4 0.9360~05! 0.9391~07! 0.9372~03! 0.9332~29! 0.9370 0.4 0.9332~29! 0.9336 0.04
1.5 0.9685~06! 0.9806~09! 0.9772~08! 0.9705~50! 0.9776 0.7 0.9705~50! 0.9738 0.3
1.6 1.0200~14! 1.0473~14! 1.0456~03! 1.0423~39! 1.0448 0.2 1.0423~39! 1.0408 0.1
1.7 1.1011~30! 1.1572~12! 1.1501~08! 1.1360~91! 1.1500 1.2 1.1359~92! 1.1460 0.9
1.8 1.2299~54! 1.3400~20! 1.3202~15! 1.2805~245! 1.3150 2.7 1.2805~246! 1.3114 2.4
b524.0, a2153.23109 GeV, L*/a51.2831010
0.5 1.4168~27! 1.5526~11! 1.5441~05! 1.5272~106! 1.5323 0.3 1.5272~106! 1.5406 0.9
0.6 1.2735~09! 1.3079~07! 1.3063~04! 1.3030~27! 1.3003 0.2 1.3030~27! 1.3043 0.1
0.7 1.1603~02! 1.1604~05! 1.1597~06! 1.1583~21! 1.1565 0.2 1.1583~21! 1.1582 0.01
0.8 1.0746~03! 1.0669~04! 1.0662~03! 1.0647~14! 1.0644 0.03 1.0647~14! 1.0647 0.0
0.9 1.0154~03! 1.0083~05! 1.0069~04! 1.0040~22! 1.0064 0.2 1.0040~22! 1.0059 0.2
1.0 0.9802~03! 0.9752~04! 0.9738~03! 0.9710~20! 0.9738 0.3 0.9710~20! 0.9725 0.2
1.1 0.9666~02! 0.9629~03! 0.9619~02! 0.9600~15! 0.9619 0.2 0.9600~15! 0.9602 0.02
1.2 0.9716~02! 0.9696~03! 0.9693~02! 0.9685~09! 0.9695 0.1 0.9685~09! 0.9673 0.1
1.3 0.9946~03! 0.9976~04! 0.9969~02! 0.9956~13! 0.9974 0.2 0.9956~13! 0.9947 0.1
1.4 1.0350~03! 1.0493~06! 1.0485~02! 1.0468~17! 1.0492 0.2 1.0468~17! 1.0461 0.1
1.5 1.0959~08! 1.1324~06! 1.1316~04! 1.1300~19! 1.1328 0.2 1.1300~19! 1.1290 0.1
1.6 1.1820~23! 1.2638~06! 1.2615~04! 1.2571~32! 1.2630 0.5 1.2571~32! 1.2584 0.1
1.7 1.3151~40! 1.4815~07! 1.4698~08! 1.4464~143! 1.4706 1.7 1.4464~143! 1.4647 1.3with one-loop perturbative estimates with and without MF
improvement @14#. For both gauge actions, ZV.ZA holds,
and they have a minimum at M.1.7 for the plaquette action
or M.1.6 for the RG action. The deviation from ZV5ZA
becomes larger as M goes far away from the minimum. Per-
turbative estimates without MF improvement fail, particu-
larly for the plaquette action for which the curve can not be
placed in the figure. The MF improvement makes the agree-
ment much better for both actions.
V. RESULTS
We extract ZV and ZA at various values of g2 for both
plaquette- and RG-improved gauge actions on an Nl
33Nt
3Ns583316316 lattice. In addition we employ a different
four-dimensional lattice size Nl
33Nt5123324 or 4338,
while keeping Ns516, in order to investigate the a/L
51/Nl dependences of ZV and ZA . Simulation parameters
are given in Table I, together with the lattice spacing a, ob-
tained from the global parametrization for the string tension
as a function of g2:
s1/2a5a~g2!
11c2aˆ 2~g2!1c4aˆ 4~g2!1c6aˆ 6~g2!
c0
,






where b0511/(4p)2 and b15102/(4p)4 ~the coefficients of
b function in the quenched theory!. The coefficients of the
parametrization become c050.01364, c250.2731, c45
20.01545, and c650.01975, with g0251.0 for the plaquette
action @15#, and c050.524, c250.274, c450.105, and c6
50, with g0
256/2.4 for the RG action @16#. We use s1/2
50.44 GeV to get a in Table I. Gauge fields are updated
bythe pseudo-heat-bath algorithm with five hits, followed by
four overrelaxation sweeps; the combination of these updates
is called an iteration. After 2000 iterations for a thermaliza-
tion, we calculate the fermionic correlation functions on the
gauge configurations separated by 200 iterations. On each M
at given b , different gauge configurations are used to evalu-
ate ZV and ZA , so that the measurements of Z’s at different
M are independent. Raw data of ZV ~the third and fourth
columns! and ZA ~the second column! are compiled in Table
II for the plaquette action and Table III for the RG action.3-9
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ZA ZV ZV at L5L* ZV at L5‘
M 83316 83316 4338 ZVL Fit dG ~%! ZVL Fit dG ~%!
b52.2, a2151.0 GeV, L*/a54.0
1.3 0.4365~102! 1.1434~62! 0.9888~121! 0.9888~121! 1.0170 2.9 1.2980~1045! 1.2608 2.9
1.4 0.4588~109! 0.9356~55! 0.8746~136! 0.8746~136! 0.8671 0.9 0.9967~443! 1.0040 0.7
1.5 0.4438~95! 0.8356~51! 0.8160~104! 0.8160~104! 0.7934 2.8 0.8552~196! 0.8575 0.3
1.6 0.4489~108! 0.7693~59! 0.7741~89! 0.7741~89! 0.7553 2.4 0.7646~151! 0.7667 0.3
1.7 0.4429~95! 0.7336~41! 0.7701~81! 0.7701~81! 0.7388 4.1 0.6970~270! 0.7089 1.7
1.8 0.4661~181! 0.7165~51! 0.7429~93! 0.7429~93! 0.7388 0.6 0.6901~223! 0.6732 2.4
1.9 0.4580~109! 0.7086~49! 0.7664~119! 0.7664~119! 0.7553 1.4 0.6507~415! 0.6540 0.5
2.0 0.4615~130! 0.7092~65! 0.8094~162! 0.8094~162! 0.7931 2.0 0.6090~700! - -
2.1 0.4516~130! 0.7360~55! 0.8478~282! 0.8478~282! 0.8657 2.1 0.6243~804! - -
2.2 0.4533~130! 0.8019~12! 1.0583~401! 1.0583~401! 1.0115 4.4 0.5437~1778! - -
2.3 0.4641~132! 0.8787~14! 1.5012~463! 1.5012~463! 1.3809 8.0 0.2562~4185! - -
b52.4, a2151.4 GeV, L*/a55.6
1.1 0.9735~137! 1.2773~65! 1.1902~116! 1.2400~94! 1.2486 0.7 1.3644~606! 1.32455 2.9
1.2 0.9350~90! 1.0415~57! 1.0109~84! 1.0284~55! 1.0319 0.3 1.0721~248! 1.07925 0.7
1.3 0.8645~66! 0.9193~43! 0.9151~85! 0.9175~44! 0.9084 1.0 0.9235~124! 0.93494 1.2
1.4 0.8143~52! 0.8438~41! 0.8348~78! 0.8399~41! 0.8343 0.7 0.8527~128! 0.84436 1.0
1.5 0.7680~37! 0.7887~40! 0.8020~141! 0.7944~65! 0.7911 0.4 0.7753~185! 0.78675 1.5
1.6 0.7508~44! 0.7654~39! 0.7877~157! 0.7749~73! 0.7700 0.6 0.7430~230! 0.75191 1.2
1.7 0.7441~39! 0.7615~42! 0.7898~50! 0.7736~39! 0.7675 0.8 0.7333~212! 0.73465 0.2
1.8 0.7546~51! 0.7636~37! 0.8137~92! 0.7851~61! 0.7832 0.2 0.7135~354! 0.73266 2.7
1.9 0.7613~52! 0.7787~36! 0.8405~119! 0.8052~74! 0.8195 1.8 0.7170~434! 0.74565 4.0
2.0 0.7859~90! 0.8219~45! 0.9342~130! 0.8701~110! 0.8832 1.5 0.7096~765! - -
2.1 0.8461~143! 0.8969~49! 1.0704~175! 0.9712~163! 0.9888 1.8 0.7234~1174! - -
2.2 0.8927~238! 1.0406~116! 1.4389~650! 1.2113~433! 1.1692 3.5 0.6423~2744! - -
2.3 0.9352~487! 1.3270~183! 2.3382~2358! 1.7604~1309! 1.5119 14.1 0.3157~7151! - -
b52.6, a2151.9 GeV, L*/a57.6
1.0 1.1837~49! 1.2926~41! 1.3479~75! 1.2839~53! 1.2828 0.1 1.4586~706! 1.3310 8.7
1.1 1.0498~23! 1.0772~27! 1.1013~55! 1.0734~33! 1.0729 0.04 1.1495~338! 1.1012 4.2
1.2 0.9440~15! 0.9496~19! 0.9663~41! 0.9469~24! 0.9482 0.1 0.9999~239! 0.9634 3.7
1.3 0.8706~10! 0.8703~15! 0.8737~33! 0.8698~19! 0.8706 0.1 0.8806~112! 0.8763 0.5
1.4 0.8235~08! 0.8217~14! 0.8228~21! 0.8215~17! 0.8233 0.2 0.8250~71! 0.8210 0.5
1.5 0.7973~08! 0.7951~15! 0.7933~28! 0.7953~18! 0.7977 0.3 0.7899~92! 0.7884 0.2
1.6 0.7882~09! 0.7861~17! 0.7880~29! 0.7858~20! 0.7900 0.5 0.7918~95! 0.7735 2.3
1.7 0.7947~12! 0.7932~20! 0.7860~45! 0.7943~24! 0.7992 0.6 0.7715~167! 0.7746 0.4
1.8 0.8171~16! 0.8172~24! 0.8072~41! 0.8188~29! 0.8264 0.9 0.7872~178! 0.7917 0.6
1.9 0.8585~24! 0.8626~31! 0.8538~98! 0.8640~40! 0.8757 1.4 0.8364~318! 0.8270 1.1
2.0 0.9267~41! 0.9408~43! 0.9136~36! 0.9451~51! 0.9559 1.1 0.8591~355! - -
2.1 1.0403~78! 1.0816~67! 1.0086~90! 1.0932~83! 1.0846 0.8 0.8625~927! - -
b52.9, a2152.9 GeV, L*/a511.6
1.1 0.9945~12! 1.0002~20! 0.9916~23! 0.9922~21! 0.9909 0.1 0.9743~130! 0.9983 2.5
1.2 0.9124~07! 0.9147~12! 0.9128~16! 0.9129~15! 0.9091 0.4 0.9089~58! 0.9110 0.2
1.3 0.8625~07! 0.8634~09! 0.8583~11! 0.8587~10! 0.8579 0.1 0.8482~72! 0.8558 0.9
1.4 0.8332~08! 0.8336~12! 0.8290~17! 0.8294~16! 0.8289 0.1 0.8199~79! 0.8236 0.5
1.5 0.8223~08! 0.8223~15! 0.8178~15! 0.8181~14! 0.8179 0.02 0.8088~75! 0.8098 0.1
1.6 0.8266~07! 0.8279~10! 0.8231~14! 0.8234~13! 0.8234 0.0 0.8134~75! 0.8125 0.1
1.7 0.8483~08! 0.8519~13! 0.8455~10! 0.8459~10! 0.8461 0.03 0.8327~87! 0.8321 0.1
1.8 0.8878~14! 0.8986~17! 0.8928~16! 0.8932~15! 0.8892 0.5 0.8811~91! 0.8711 1.1
1.9 0.9572~23! 0.9764~20! 0.9569~21! 0.9582~19! 0.9591 0.1 0.9177~246! 0.9353 1.9
2.0 1.0691~48! 1.1059~24! 1.0654~36! 1.0682~34! 1.0691 0.1 0.9846~499! 1.0358 5.2034503-10
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ZA ZV ZV at L5L* ZV at L5‘
M 83316 83316 4338 ZVL Fit dG ~%! ZVL Fit dG ~%!
b53.2, a2154.3 GeV, L*/a517.2
1.1 0.9649~97! 0.9663~12! 0.9618~13! 0.9591~24! 0.9591 0.0 0.9529~71! 0.9600 0.7
1.2 0.9026~05! 0.9025~11! 0.8991~17! 0.8971~28! 0.8969 0.02 0.8924~68! 0.8951 0.3
1.3 0.8635~06! 0.8631~09! 0.8603~11! 0.8587~19! 0.8595 0.1 0.8549~49! 0.8559 0.1
1.4 0.8453~07! 0.8460~11! 0.8423~12! 0.8400~22! 0.8415 0.2 0.8348~62! 0.8365 0.2
1.5 0.8455~05! 0.8469~09! 0.8421~11! 0.8392~21! 0.8404 0.1 0.8326~68! 0.8346 0.2
1.6 0.8603~07! 0.8626~10! 0.8596~10! 0.8578~18! 0.8562 0.2 0.8535~51! 0.8497 0.4
1.7 0.8939~08! 0.9013~14! 0.8943~11! 0.8901~23! 0.8908 0.1 0.8804~93! 0.8838 0.4
1.8 0.9476~16! 0.9652~13! 0.9583~16! 0.9542~29! 0.9492 0.5 0.9447~97! 0.9417 0.3
1.9 1.0351~25! 1.0708~18! 1.0518~22! 1.0403~52! 1.0408 0.04 1.0138~240! 1.0329 1.9
2.0 1.1747~62! 1.2589~30! 1.2033~33! 1.1697~121! 1.1850 1.3 1.0920~677! 1.1763 7.7
b53.6, a2156.8 GeV, L*/a527.2
1.0 1.0210~07! 1.0222~11! 1.0204~16! 1.0183~36! 1.0162 0.2 1.0166~57! 1.0165 0.01
1.1 0.9467~05! 0.9463~08! 0.9418~09! 0.9369~29! 0.9407 0.4 0.9329~62! 0.9389 0.6
1.2 0.8983~05! 0.8975~09! 0.8960~09! 0.8944~22! 0.8937 0.1 0.8931~36! 0.8907 0.3
1.3 0.8730~05! 0.8729~07! 0.8696~09! 0.8660~26! 0.8681 0.2 0.8631~49! 0.8644 0.2
1.4 0.8655~05! 0.8660~07! 0.8637~09! 0.8610~23! 0.8604 0.1 0.8589~41! 0.8566 0.3
1.5 0.8750~05! 0.8781~08! 0.8738~10! 0.8690~31! 0.8697 0.1 0.8652~62! 0.8662 0.1
1.6 0.9007~05! 0.9075~07! 0.9044~10! 0.9010~27! 0.8970 0.4 0.8983~50! 0.8943 0.4
1.7 0.9459~08! 0.9609~09! 0.9547~11! 0.9479~39! 0.9462 0.2 0.9424~83! 0.9449 0.3
b54.1, a21512 GeV, L*/a548
1.0 0.9981~05! 0.9972~08! 0.9954~08! 0.9928~28! 0.9920 0.1 0.9919~37! 0.9904 0.2
1.1 0.9381~04! 0.9366~06! 0.9329~07! 0.9273~34! 0.9324 0.6 0.9254~51! 0.9297 0.5
1.2 0.9025~04! 0.9016~06! 0.8979~06! 0.8925~33! 0.8972 0.5 0.8907~49! 0.8941 0.4
1.3 0.8867~04! 0.8865~06! 0.8831~07! 0.8781~31! 0.8815 0.4 0.8764~46! 0.8785 0.2
1.4 0.8880~03! 0.8896~05! 0.8868~07! 0.8824~30! 0.8834 0.1 0.8810~43! 0.8808 0.02
1.5 0.9067~05! 0.9107~09! 0.9076~09! 0.9029~35! 0.9030 0.02 0.9014~50! 0.9014 0.0
1.6 0.9428~06! 0.9531~09! 0.9493~08! 0.9436~38! 0.9429 0.1 0.9417~55! 0.9429 0.1
1.7 1.0003~12! 1.0237~11! 1.0193~12! 1.0127~48! 1.0087 0.4 1.0104~68! 1.0114 0.1
b54.7, a21523 GeV, L*/a592
0.9 1.0618~06! 1.0626~10! 1.0614~11! 1.0592~36! 1.0554 0.4 1.0589~41! 1.0543 0.4
1.0 0.9854~06! 0.9836~09! 0.9810~09! 0.9766~37! 0.9784 0.2 0.9760~44! 0.9762 0.02
1.1 0.9364~05! 0.9351~08! 0.9306~05! 0.9229~47! 0.9305 0.8 0.9217~58! 0.9278 0.7
1.2 0.9100~06! 0.9096~07! 0.9054~05! 0.8981~45! 0.9048 0.7 0.8970~55! 0.9020 0.6
1.3 0.9011~05! 0.9015~08! 0.9002~06! 0.8980~26! 0.8977 0.04 0.8976~30! 0.8953 0.3
1.4 0.9119~05! 0.9143~07! 0.9111~10! 0.9057~41! 0.9083 0.3 0.9048~49! 0.9067 0.2
1.5 0.9394~05! 0.9466~07! 0.9419~08! 0.9337~52! 0.9381 0.5 0.9325~63! 0.9377 0.6
1.6 0.9862~11! 1.0010~12! 0.9981~06! 0.9929~40! 0.9909 0.2 0.9922~48! 0.9926 0.04
1.7 1.0542~19! 1.0903~15! 1.0844~14! 1.0742~73! 1.0748 0.1 1.0727~87! 1.0799 0.7
b56.4, a215154 GeV, L*/a5616
0.8 1.1139~05! 1.1146~08! 1.1116~07! 1.1057~43! 1.1081 0.2 1.1056~44! 1.1072 0.1
0.9 1.0288~05! 1.0248~07! 1.0238~06! 1.0217~25! 1.0219 0.02 1.0217~26! 1.0203 0.1
1.0 0.9740~04! 0.9711~05! 0.9696~04! 0.9666~24! 0.9678 0.1 0.9666~24! 0.9658 0.1
1.1 0.9426~03! 0.9405~04! 0.9381~03! 0.9334~30! 0.9375 0.4 0.9333~31! 0.9356 0.2
1.2 0.9311~03! 0.9300~06! 0.9277~94! 0.9233~31! 0.9271 0.4 0.9232~32! 0.9254 0.2
1.3 0.9385~03! 0.9396~05! 0.9382~04! 0.9354~23! 0.9352 0.02 0.9353~23! 0.9339 0.1
1.4 0.9624~03! 0.9674~05! 0.9665~05! 0.9647~20! 0.9629 0.2 0.9647~21! 0.9623 0.2
1.5 1.0056~06! 1.0194~07! 1.0169~07! 1.0119~39! 1.0136 0.2 1.0118~40! 1.0143 0.3
1.6 1.0746~12! 1.1034~09! 1.1005~11! 1.0950~48! 1.0950 0.0 1.0949~50! 1.0978 0.3034503-11
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ZA ZV ZV at L5L* ZV at L5‘
M 83316 83316 4338 ZVL Fit dG ~%! ZVL Fit dG ~%!
b58.85, a2152523 GeV, L*/a510092
0.6 1.3125~17! 1.3578~14! 1.3554~05! 1.3507~43! 1.3485 0.2 1.3507~43! 1.3495 0.1
0.7 1.1812~06! 1.1870~09! 1.1862~07! 1.1846~29! 1.1822 0.2 1.1846~29! 1.1820 0.2
0.8 1.0839~05! 1.0798~09! 1.0787~09! 1.0764~34! 1.0764 0.0 1.0764~34! 1.0755 0.1
0.9 1.0175~03! 1.0122~05! 1.0101~03! 1.0060~28! 1.0089 0.3 1.0060~28! 1.0078 0.2
1.0 0.9745~03! 0.9710~05! 0.9701~03! 0.9684~18! 0.9688 0.04 0.9684~18! 0.9675 0.1
1.1 0.9545~05! 0.9522~07! 0.9514~03! 0.9499~19! 0.9503 0.04 0.9499~19! 0.9490 0.1
1.2 0.9553~02! 0.9549~04! 0.9525~03! 0.9476~31! 0.9510 0.4 0.9476~31! 0.9500 0.3
1.3 0.9719~05! 0.9739~08! 0.9728~05! 0.9706~24! 0.9712 0.1 0.9706~24! 0.9705 0.01
1.4 1.0066~03! 1.0155~04! 1.0160~05! 1.0169~18! 1.0133 0.4 1.0169~18! 1.0132 0.4
1.5 1.0631~09! 1.0888~07! 1.0864~04! 1.0816~34! 1.0833 0.2 1.0816~34! 1.0841 0.3
1.6 1.1480~25! 1.1988~10! 1.1974~06! 1.1946~32! 1.1928 0.1 1.1946~32! 1.1953 0.1
1.7 1.2848~44! 1.3802~12! 1.3705~09! 1.3513~118! 1.3651 1.0 1.3513~118! 1.3705 1.4
b521.0, a2153.63109 GeV, L*/a51.4431010
0.4 1.5109~34! 1.7583~07! 1.7420~06! 1.7095~197! 1.73370 1.4 1.7095~197! 1.7347 1.5
0.5 1.3605~17! 1.4332~06! 1.4284~03! 1.4176~65! 1.42541 0.6 1.4176~65! 1.4257 0.6
0.6 1.2319~05! 1.2439~04! 1.2430~02! 1.2412~16! 1.24099 0.02 1.2412~16! 1.2410 0.02
0.7 1.1323~01! 1.1263~03! 1.1254~03! 1.1234~16! 1.12412 0.1 1.1234~16! 1.1239 0.05
0.8 1.0599~03! 1.0518~02! 1.0510~02! 1.0494~12! 1.04943 0.0 1.0494~12! 1.0492 0.02
0.9 1.0131~03! 1.0062~02! 1.0049~01! 1.0025~16! 1.00425 0.2 1.0025~16! 1.0040 0.1
1.0 0.9892~02! 0.9837~02! 0.9829~02! 0.9814~11! 0.98212 0.1 0.9814~11! 0.9818 0.04
1.1 0.9851~02! 0.9817~02! 0.9813~02! 0.9805~9! 0.98019 0.03 0.9805~09! 0.9799 0.1
1.2 1.0004~02! 0.9999~02! 0.9994~01! 0.9985~8! 0.99821 0.03 0.9985~08! 0.9980 0.1
1.3 1.0339~02! 1.0399~02! 1.0393~03! 1.0382~11! 1.03848 0.03 1.0382~11! 1.0384 0.02
1.4 1.0865~04! 1.1072~03! 1.1076~01! 1.1084~9! 1.10660 0.2 1.1084~09! 1.1066 0.2
1.5 1.1600~09! 1.2144~03! 1.2148~04! 1.2154~14! 1.21365 0.1 1.2154~14! 1.2140 0.1
1.6 1.2708~31! 1.3827~04! 1.3822~03! 1.3814~13! 1.38158 0.01 1.3814~13! 1.3824 0.1
1.7 1.4563~47! 1.6713~09! 1.6600~05! 1.6375~137! 1.65782 1.2 1.6375~137! 1.6597 1.4It has been shown that ZV5ZA in perturbation theory for
DWQCD at Ns5‘ @14#, and as already mentioned in the
previous section, this equality is well satisfied nonperturba-
tively at b56.0 for the plaquette action and at b52.6 for the
RG action. Although violation of this equality becomes
larger at stronger coupling ~at b55.8 for the plaquette action
and at b52.4,2.2 for the RG action! or at the values of M far
away from the ‘‘minimum’’ where the chiral symmetry is
best realized, we define ZA5ZV for DWQCD in this paper,
taking numerical values of ZV as the renormalization factor
for both vector and axial-vector currents. Therefore we dis-
cuss ZV only hereafter.
A. ZV as a function of M






which is suggested by the perturbation theory @14#. Results034503for fit parameters M C , A2, and Bi(i50,1,2) are given in
Tables IV and V, together with dmax, the maximum of the
relative errors d defined by
d5~ZV2ZV
fit!/ZV . ~23!
As we observe that dmax are typically less than 1% and at
most a few%, the fit describes data well.
B. Finite aÕL errors
Errors of ZV associated with the lattice spacing are
O(a/L)2 in the Ns→‘ limit or O(e2aNs3a/L) at finite
Ns . If a/L51/Nl51/8 is kept fixed at all values of g2, the
scaling violation in ZV ,A remains even in the g2→0 limit. In
order to reduce or remove this scaling violation, we inter-
polate or extrapolate ZV to a fixed value of L at each g2,-12
NONPERTURBATIVE CALCULATION OF ZV AND ZA IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 034503 ~2004!TABLE IV. Fit parameters of ZV as a function of M for the plaquette action.
b M c A2 B0 B1 B2 dmax ~%!
83316316
5.8 1.758~14! 21.441~64! 0.7253~19! 20.121~30! 20.263~65! 1.4
6.0 1.661~47! 21.449~71! 0.7592~55! 20.088~89! 20.313~44! 0.2
6.2 1.658~12! 20.957~46! 0.7762~09! 0.013~22! 0.095~48! 0.2
6.5 1.562~13! 21.290~14! 0.7985~08! 20.051~25! 20.231~11! 0.2
6.8 1.530~14! 21.478~120! 0.8141~06! 20.023~25! 20.416~111! 0.3
7.4 1.483~08! 21.124~76! 0.8394~06! 0.021~13! 20.108~76! 0.2
8.0 1.399~01! 21.066~04! 0.8573~05! 20.039~01! 20.033~04! 0.2
9.6 1.319~07! 21.026~53! 0.8889~05! 20.015~14! 0.0002~589! 0.1
12.0 1.242~01! 21.083~19! 0.9167~03! 20.010~01! 20.077~24! 0.2
24.0 1.110~01! 21.058~05! 0.9628~02! 20.008~02! 20.068~08! 0.1
4338316
5.8 1.639~11! 21.570~23! 0.7676~40! 20.131~26! 20.267~51! 0.9
123324316
6.0 1.734~14! 20.899~190! 0.7441~17! 0.0016~251! 0.162~183! 1.0
6.2 1.902~13! 20.552~03! 0.8228~07! 0.4180~15! 0.389~03! 0.5
6.5 1.607~07! 21.149~28! 0.7946~09! 0.0217~127! 20.119~31! 0.3
6.8 1.645~71! 20.591~128! 0.8191~17! 0.1823~121! 0.391~121! 0.3
7.4 1.486~38! 20.847~224! 0.8366~11! 0.0221~721! 0.158~211! 0.2
8.0 1.455~08! 20.931~02! 0.8556~05! 0.0670~14! 0.076~05! 0.1
9.6 1.333~06! 20.905~57! 0.8871~04! 0.0132~134! 0.108~62! 0.1
12.0 1.252~01! 21.035~01! 0.9153~02! 0.0103~05! 20.036~01! 0.1
24.0 1.115~01! 21.008~04! 0.9617~01! 0.0042~18! 20.008~06! 0.03using data on two different spatial lattice sizes L. For the








Since only data at two different Nl are available, the value of














i 5ZV(1/Ni), xi51/Ni2a/L(i51,2), and x12
51/N121/N2 with N158 and N254 or 12, and d means the
error of the corresponding quantity. To estimate the system-
atic uncertainty associated with the assumption, Eq. ~24!, we







and calculate ZV(1/L). A difference in ZV(a/L) between the
linear and the quadratic dependences is quadratically added
to dZV(a/L) as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty,
while the central value of ZV(a/L) is taken from the value
obtained from the linear assumption.
In Tables II and III, the values of ZV(a/L) are given at
L5L*58a(b56.0) ~the fifth column!, where a(b56.0) is
the lattice spacing at b56.0 for the plaquette action, and at
L5‘ ~the eighth column!. While the former definition of ZV
contains an O(a/L*) error, which vanishes in the continuum
limit, the latter one is free from such an uncertainty. By
taking the difference of ZV between L5L* and ‘ , the a/L*
error in ZV is estimated to be 0.06 at M51.8 and b56.0
(a2152 GeV) for the plaquette action or 0.02 at M51.7
and b52.6 (a2151.9 GeV) for the RG action. On the other
hand, the error associated with the extrapolation in L is larger
at L5‘: 0.002 (L5L*) and 0.025 (L5‘) at the previous
parameters for the plaquette action and 0.002 and 0.017 for
the RG action. Moreover ZV at L5‘ monotonically de-
creases as M increases at a21,2 GeV, while it has the mini-
mum in M at a21f2 GeV. Only the latter behavior is ob-
served for ZV at L5L*. We suspect that the behavior of ZV
at L5‘ is related to the existence of ~near! zero eigenvalues-13
S. AOKI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 034503 ~2004!TABLE V. Fit parameters of ZV as a function of M for the RG action.
b M c A2 B0 B1 B2 dmax ~%!
83316316
2.2 1.814~13! 21.773~75! 0.7125~21! 20.111~28! 20.614~98! 1.6
2.4 1.661~15! 21.469~136! 0.7596~40! 20.092~28! 20.394~140! 0.7
2.6 1.577~05! 21.238~26! 0.7864~09! 20.053~11! 20.168~35! 0.3
2.9 1.491~09! 21.192~03! 0.8226~10! 20.042~16! 20.142~10! 0.1
3.2 1.453~06! 21.318~03! 0.8443~03! 0.005~01! 20.282~03! 0.1
3.6 1.406~01! 20.921~81! 0.8664~04! 0.035~02! 0.090~82! 0.1
4.1 1.338~01! 21.104~04! 0.8856~02! 0.008~01! 20.100~04! 0.01
4.7 1.290~03! 20.980~64! 0.9023~04! 0.008~07! 0.031~69! 0.1
6.4 1.213~41! 21.080~41! 0.9306~03! 0.018~03! 20.083~45! 0.1
8.85 1.143~01! 21.058~01! 0.9513~01! 20.005~01! 20.068~01! 0.1
21.0 1.062~01! 21.046~02! 0.9806~01! 0.002~01! 20.060~04! 0.1
4338316
2.2 1.675~08! 21.856~141! 0.7618~40! 20.154~16! 20.641~144! 3.0
2.4 1.583~16! 21.556~58! 0.7908~38! 20.116~40! 20.377~70! 1.8
123324316
2.6 1.678~07! 21.017~14! 0.7863~21! 0.098~12! 20.006~26! 0.6
2.9 1.522~01! 20.834~84! 0.8170~11! 0.008~03! 0.177~91! 0.3
3.2 1.456~02! 21.001~12! 0.8401~05! 0.005~04! 0.012~13! 0.2
3.6 1.419~08! 20.993~03! 0.8643~05! 0.055~01! 0.004~06! 0.1
4.1 1.360~06! 21.253~65! 0.8832~07! 0.050~11! 20.245~68! 0.03
4.7 1.314~02! 21.092~52! 0.9000~04! 0.055~04! 20.085~56! 0.1
6.4 1.226~02! 20.893~20! 0.9288~03! 0.044~03! 0.120~23! 0.1
8.85 1.151~01! 21.003~09! 0.9496~02! 0.012~03! 0.0002~118! 0.03
21.0 1.062~01! 21.009~01! 0.9797~01! 0.004~01! 20.011~02! 0.1for the Hermitian Wilson-Dirac operator at a21,2 GeV: It
suggests that the gap of zero eigenvalues for the Hermitian
Wilson-Dirac operator is closed at a21,2 for both plaquette
and RG actions. This speculation is consistent with the ob-034503servation that DWQCD cannot realize an exact chiral sym-
metry even in the Ns→‘ limit at a21.1 GeV for both
gauge actions @12#, though the quenched artifact may explain
the observation @17#.TABLE VI. Fit parameters of ZV as a function of M and g2.
Plaquette RG
L5L* L5‘ L5L* L5‘
M c a1 20.5241 20.9026 20.653331021 20.3094
a2 20.1388 20.2365 20.314731022 20.549331021
a3 0.557931021 20.1050 0.384131022 20.263531024
B0 a4 20.1166 20.9145 0.1378 20.3247
a5 0.869231022 0.784531021 20.1046 0.195931021
a6 20.769831021 0.439731021 20.400031022 0.852631023
A2 a7 20.6437 0 20.3460 0
a8 20.2754 0 0 0
a9 20.3689 20.01092 20.223531021 0
a10 0.1002 0 0.101931021 0
B2 a11 20.9481 0 20.3613 0-14
NONPERTURBATIVE CALCULATION OF ZV AND ZA IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 034503 ~2004!C. ZV as a function of M and g2
For the latter uses, we parametrize ZV as a function of M
and g2, in order to obtain Z at arbitrary ~interpolated! values
FIG. 5. ZV as a function M on L332L316 with L5L* at
several values of b for the plaquette action.034503of b and M. We adopt the following fitting function sug-
gested by the perturbation theory @14#:
FIG. 6. ZV as a function M on L332L316 with L5‘ at several
values of b for the plaquette action. Solids symbols are excluded





















S. AOKI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 034503 ~2004!where cM , d2, and ci(i50,1,2) are values of one-loop co-
efficients for M c , A2, and Bi(i50,1,2) @14#, which are
given by
~cM ,d2 ,c0 ,c1 ,c2!5~0.4177,0.01173,20.1456,2.311
31023,25.17231023!
for the plaquette action and
~cM ,d2 ,c0 ,c1 ,c2!5~0.2070,8.13131023,20.07449,1.912
31023,24.15431023!
for the RG action. These constraints make M c , A2, and
Bi(i50,1,2) consistent with the perturbation theory at one
loop. Numerical values of the parameters ai(i51 –11) are
given in Table VI for both L5L* and L5‘ . In order to
show the quality of the fits, we plot the fitting curves for
ZV(a/L*) and ZV(0) in Figs. 5 and 6 for the plaquette action
and in Figs. 7 and 8 for the RG action, respectively. Further-
FIG. 7. ZV as a function M on L332L316 with L5L* at





in the sixth and seventh columns or the ninth and tenth col-
umns of Tables II and III, where ZV5ZV(a/L*) or ZV(0),
respectively. In the fit for ZV(0) we exclude a few points for
larger values of M at b55.8 and 6.0 for the plaquette action
and at b52.2,2.4,2.6 for the RG action, which are repre-
sented by solid symbols in the figures and are marked by
‘‘-’’ in the tables. These data for ZV(0) have large errors
and large values of dG . Note however that data excluded for
the fit are consistent with the fitting curves within large
errors. From the figures and tables we observe that the
fits works well and dG are less than a few %, except a few
points at the edges of the range in M employed for the simu-
lations.
We finally investigate how accurate the perturbative esti-
mation for ZV at one loop @14# is, by considering a relative
error,
FIG. 8. ZV as a function M on L332L316 with L5‘ at several
values of b for the RG action. Solids symbols are excluded for the
fits.-16




at M5M c(g2) as a function of g2. We then define gc2(3%)
such that d1-loop<0.03 at g2<gc
2(3%), where g2 is the bare
coupling constant. We find gc
2(3%).0.6(1.0) in naive per-
turbation theory or gc
2(3%).1.0(1.8) in mean-field-
improved perturbation theory for the plaquette ~RG-
improved! gauge action. Although gc
2(3%) is smaller for the
plaquette action, the corresponding lattice spacing a is larger
than that for the RG-improved action. In particular, the MF-
improved perturbation theory works well even at b56.0(a
.0.1 fm) for the plaquette action.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We calculate the renormalization factors for the vector
and axial-vector currents in the quenched DWQCD for both
plaquette and RG actions. After several tests are performed at
a21.2 GeV, we obtain ZV , which is assumed to be equal
to ZA , at L5‘ as well as L5L* for the wide ranges of g2
and M. We globally fit ZV as a function of g2 and M.
We now propose how to use these results for the future
simulations of the quenched DWQCD.
~i! For the DWQCD to realize the chiral symmetry well,
one should take at least a21f2 GeV. This condition is sat-
isfied at b>6.0 for the plaquette action or at b>2.6 for the
RG action.
~ii! One should choose the optimal value of M, which
minimizes the violation of the chiral symmetry at finite Ns .




The parameters a1,2,3 are given in Table VI.
~iii! If the simulation point at g2 and M can be found in
Table II or III, one should use ZV in the table as the renor-
malization factor for the vector or axial-vector current. To
remove O(a/L) errors in ZV , it is better to take ZV at L
5‘ , though the statistical error of ZV is larger in this case.
One may use ZV at L5L* to estimate the size of O(a/L)
errors in ZV .
~iv! If g2 or M for the simulation point is not found in the
tables, one should use the fitting function given in Eq. ~28!
with the parameters in Table VI. The error of ZV is estimated
from the errors of ZV at the nearest points in g2 and M,
which can be found in the tables.
We are encouraged by the present results to proceed to an
extension of the present work to scale-dependent cases such
as quark masses and four-quark operators needed for BK ,
implementing the SF boundary condition for the domain-
wall fermions @10#.
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